Modus® Medium.
28 range

An innovative look.
Suitably prestigious.
Excellent comfort.
What area says more about corporate culture
than executive offices? Which is why prestige
and constant values enjoy high priority in
this case. The Modus Medium range offers a
wider seat and back, with the stirrup-shaped
armrests to comply with executive demands:
modern – but not fashionable, obvious – but
not dominant, comfortable – but not over the
top, high quality – but not extravagant. And
all that in first-rate ergonomic design that
keeps both body and soul fit … In terms of
contemporary management style, it has it all.
A wide range of fabrics and leather, different
frame surfaces and various types of upholstery
to choose from, guarantee you can adapt the
chairs to your own design requirements. Despite all the various options, Modus Medium
reflects the typical and distinctive features of
the Modus family, ensuring a standardised,
progressive image.

Modus Medium
Design: Klaus Franck,
Werner Sauer and wiege,
Fritz Frenkler, Justus Kolberg
Model 284 / 7
High backrest, shoulder support,
polished aluminium frame

More compact and simpler is impossible:
just turn a knob to adjust space-saving
torsion mechanics to suit your body weight.
The buttons for adjusting the seating
height and locking the backrest (0° position)
are conveniently integrated underneath the
sides and front edge of the seat.
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Modus Medium
The spacious Modus Medium range is at home in executive office and conference areas. Striking are the elegantly
curved armrests made of grained polypropylene, or aluminium with classy leather covering. In addition to swivel
and cantilever chairs for conference and meeting areas, the Modus Conference chair is very impressive here with
its typical, four-arm seat bearer and particularly elegant four star base.

Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com/modus
Standards and certificates. For up to date environmental information, please visit the Wilkhahn website.
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